S1. Generation of structural models using AIRSS
The AIRSS input CELL file is shown below. The line "H 0.25… 0.25… 0.75… # H % NUM=2 POSAMP=3" instructs AIRSS to place two H atoms at the site of a Mg3 vacancy and move each of them by a random distance (of maximum 3 Å). The global "#POSAMP=0" ensures the positions of the other atoms do not change, and "#MINSEP=0.75" ensures dihydrogen molecules are not generated. 
S2. High---lying structures
High-enthalpy structures were found to include those containing more than one silanol (Si-OH) group, O2 hydroxyls, or O1 hydroxyls orientated away from the Mg3 vacancy. From the 103 fully optimised structures, only one was found to contain an O2 hydroxyl (see Figure S2 .1), while a total of five were found to contain unfavourably oriented O1 hydroxyls (see Figure S2 .2). .
S3. Supercell calculations
Supercell structures were generated based on the most stable fully-optimised AIRSS generated structure (structure A, see main text) as 2 × 2 × 1 supercells. A geometry optimisation was then performed on all atomic positions with the lattice parameters fixed.
These resulted in structures with 4 × Mg3 vacancies and 8 × H atoms. The unchanged structure (i.e., with 8 × O1-H hydroxyls) provided a new enthalpy minimum (supercell I, Figure S3 .1). For supercell II one H was moved to give an O3-H hydroxyl group (cf. B), giving 1 × O3-H and 7 × O1-H hydroxyls. Supercell III similarly has a single O4-H and 7
× O1-H hydroxyls (cf. C). In such a model, the ratio of "defect" hydroxyls to hydroxyls bound to O1 is 1:7, rather than 1:1 as required in unit cell models. Supercell IV contains 8 × O1-H hydroxyls, equivalent to I, showing that increasing the system size allows the Mg3 vacancies (and corresponding protons) to be spread about the system, increasing separation of like charges; an arrangement not available in the unit cell. The same change is induced going from I to II to III as from A to B to C, in that a proton is moved from a favourable O1-H!O4 environment to a less favourable position. Therefore, relative enthalpies are equivalent (with slight differences owing to the increased flexibility of the supercell system) at ΔH = 0.00, 0.47 and 0.56 eV for I, II and III respectively (Table   S3 .1). However, taking into account the change per formula unit with the 4-fold increase in system size from Mg 12 Si 8 O 32 H 2 to Mg 60 Si 32 O 128 H 8 gives ΔH = 0.00, 0.12 and 0.14 eV/unit. As such the increased positional entropy available to the supercell system alleviates some of the enthalpy cost of forming a less stable H environment. Therefore O3-H and O4-H hydroxyl groups are considered to form as defects while O1-H hydroxyls predominate. In the case of supercell IV, the increased flexibility of the supercell approach has allowed for an improvement due to greater spread of Mg3 vacancies, giving ΔH = -0.14 eV/unit (i.e., below I). 
S4. Modified Smyth model
The original Smyth structure represented a fully hydrated (~3.3 wt%) system, thus requiring some modification before it could be compared to the AIRSS-generated structures, which were based on a ~1.6 wt% hydration level. The modification simply involved replacing two protons with a magnesium on an Mg2 site, leaving two hydroxyls aligned parallel to the z-axis in close proximity to the remaining Mg2 vacancy, as shown in Figure S4 .1. This structure was then geometry optimised to calculate the relative enthalpy. Figure S4 .1: Smyth structure modified to result in a ~1.6 wt% hydration level.
S5.

H δ iso vs
H CQ
A plot of 2 H C Q against 1 H δ iso is shown in Figure S5 .1. It shows that, although O1 hydroxyls can be separated from silanol hydroxyls using a combination of 1 H δ iso and 2 H C Q , it is much more difficult to differentiate between the crystallographically-similar pyrosilicate oxygen sites, particularly the O3 and O4. Table S6 .1: Total enthalpies of AIRSS-generated structures (see Figure 2) . 
S6. Total enthalpies of computed structures
